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Notice
The contents of this document are the copyright of the ORAMA consortium and shall not be
copied in whole, in part, or otherwise reproduced (whether by photographic, reprographic or
any other method), and the contents thereof shall not be divulged to any other person or
organisation without prior written permission.
The information and content of this report is the sole responsibility of the ORAMA Consortium
members and does not necessarily represent the views expressed by the European Commission
or its services. Whilst the information contained in the documents and webpages of the project
is believed to be accurate, the author(s) or any other participant in the ORAMA consortium
make no warranty of any kind with regard to this material.
Photo credit/sources:
M. Demšar, cover p. 1 & 2, Mining waste, Slovenia (Published in: Gosar, M., Miler, M.,
Bavec, Š. Spremljanje zaprtih objektov za ravnanje z odpadki iz rudarskih in drugih
dejavnosti izkoriščanja mineralnih surovin. Poročilo o izvedenih delih za Ministrstvo za
okolje in prostor (RS). 63 p.
R. Šajn, cover p. 3 & 4, Mining and metallurgical waste, North Macedonia (Published in:
Mladenovič, A., Mezga, K., Vrhovnik, P., Mauko Pranjić, A., Šajn, R., Alijagić, J., 2018.
Recikliranje rudarskih in metalurških odpadkov projekt RIS-RECOVER. Mineral, 57/3.)
The ORAMA project is a H2020 project and aims to improve and demonstrate the
interoperability of raw materials datasets between national and international systems.
Furthermore, it addresses specific challenges related to data availability, geographical
coverage, accessibility, standardisation, harmonisation, interoperability, quality, and thematic
coverage in Member States.
…………….…………….…………….…………….…………….…………….……….……
This document provides guidance in procedure to harmonize different type of datasets for
Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) /PV. The guidelines is a result of a
thorough analysis and data gap identification on data reporting methods and the
implementation of prioritized case studies from WP2.
This document will be presented on the ORAMA Workshop in the JRC (ISPRA), 12-14 of
June 2019, in cooperation between the ORAMA Partners and JRC Team dealing with the
development of the Raw Material Information System.
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Acronyms
CRM: Critical Raw Materials
DB: Database
EC: European Commission
INSPIRE: Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community
MS: Member States
ProSUM: H2020 project – Prospecting Secondary raw materials in the Urban mine and Mining
waste
SRM: Secondary Raw Materials
UMP (previously known as: EU-UMKDP): Platform for prospecting secondary raw materials
in the Urban mine and Mining wastes, ProSUM.
WP: Work package
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Glossary
Code list
A class representing a type of controlled vocabulary containing a finite set of codes, where each
code value refers to a meaning or concept that is distinct from meanings associated to other
codes in the code list. The list can be extended if necessary under certain conditions.
Collection
The gathering of waste, including the preliminary sorting and preliminary storage of waste for
the purposes of transport to a waste treatment facility (Directive 2008/98/EC).
Data model
A data model organizes data elements and standardizes how the data elements relate to one
another. The ProSUM unified data model, as well as the INSPIRE MR data model, is an
entity relationship model (ERM). This is an abstract conceptual data model (or semantic data
model) used in software engineering to represent structured data. This model is transformed
into a relational database model, which in turn generates a relational database. These
conceptual entity/relationship models are developed using UML Class Diagram notation.
Thus, data models describe the structure, manipulation and integrity aspects of the data stored
in data management systems such as relational databases. They typically do not describe
unstructured data, such as word processing documents, e-mail messages, pictures, digital
audio, and video.
Disposal
Any operation which is not recovery even where the operation has as a secondary consequence
the reclamation of substances or energy.
Harvesting database
The (Central) Harvesting Database (DB) is 'connected' to the data providers and receives their
data through Web Feature Services (WFS). The structure of this DB exactly reflects the
INSPIRE Mineral Resources (MR) data model. Another role of this DB is to check the quality
of data and their format. For this project, the Harvesting DB is hosted by the Geological Survey
of Slovenia (GeoZS) and connected to the Diffusion DB using SQL scripts.
Non-compliant
Commonly known as complementary or unreported treatment refers to products being treated
or disposed and not reported nor declared to National or Member States registers and to
Eurostat.
Unreported flows
The unreported flows are declared to Member State authorities under different reporting
regimes.
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1 Introduction
Currently, there is a need to optimize, harmonize and further develop the data collection
methods for material flows across Europe in order to improve the data quality and promote
traceability of potential Secondary Raw Materials (SRM) in the urban mine (D2.1 and D2.2).
As a result, the project supports the European Union Raw Materials Knowledge Base
(EURMKB) which will feed the European Commission (EC) Joint Research Centre’s (JRC)
Raw Materials Information System (RMIS). ORAMA´s main goal is to provide tools to
harmonize Raw Material (RM) data collection by selecting and providing recommendations
from a detailed inventory and data gap analysis for potential improvement of datasets resulting
from prioritized actions (D2.2) and conducted case studies for the different waste groups (D2.3).
In doing so, produce technical guidelines describing best practices related to the provisioning
of data for SRM. This guideline will enable new data providers to set up the necessary
mechanisms for establishing interoperable services with high-quality data but will also provide
guidance for existing data providers on how to improve the quality of the datasets already
provided. This technical guideline fed into training material that will be used in a workshop and
webinars (Task 4.2).
Whereas this document contains information and tools for Mining Waste in special, the
Deliverables 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, and 4.2 of the ORAMA project also contain results,
recommendations, case studies, and tools for WEEE-PV Panels, Batteries and ELV.

1.1 Overall Aim
The overall aim of the Technical Guideline is to provide a credible and practical harmonization
methodology on how to improve data collection methods for data providers, governments,
policy makers and other interested stakeholders in Europe. The Technical Guidelines principles
are expected to support the improvement of the data knowledge base across Member States.

1.2 Target audience
The Guideline is aimed to benefit and improve reporting practices across Member States,
National registries, Statistical Institutes, data providers (which can be public authorities,
industries and recyclers) and data collection procedures from the providers that are enforced. It
is envisaged that there will be many beneficiaries from the improved practices resulting from
the implementation of this guideline.
Furthermore, it aims to primarily benefit the European knowledge base of SRMs and benefit
value chains stakeholders by providing the significant and relevant information with good data
quality.

1.3 Outline
The following bullet points outline the structure of this report:
•

Section 1.0 Brief introduction of the guideline; overview of the scope, target audience,
aim and future application of this guideline.

•

Section 2.0 Description of the importance of a proper systematization and harmonisation
and its current status in Europe for Mining Waste.
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•

Section 3.0 Results of the ORAMA´s project inventory and data gap analysis done in
D2.1 and D2.2, a prioritization of recommendations and actions to improve reporting of
Mining Waste. In addition this section aims to provide a detailed description of other
Tools developed in D2.3 from the case studies for Mining Waste in the ORAMA project.

•

Section 4.0 Description of the Mining Waste ORAMA´s case study.

•

Section 5.0 References

•

Section 6.0 Annex
o Annex 1 Attributes (database columns) for a description of harmonised MIN
information
o Annex 2 Example of reported information on MIN deposit from Czech Republic
according to INSPIRE compliant classification and harmonisation
o Annex 3 Examples of existing MIN datasets harmonized according to ProSUM
protocols
o Annex 4 Mapping document of Slovenian national data to INSPIRE
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2 Importance of systematization and harmonisation of data of Mining
Waste, current status
2.1 Legal frame and relevance of reporting
In contrast to other waste groups in this guideline, there is no EU legislation that requires
recycling of MIN and there is no major recycling industry (Huisman et al., 2017). However, the
Directive 2006/21/EC in the article 5(b) states that within preparation of waste management
plans one of the objectives should be to encourage the recovery of extractive waste by means
of recycling, reusing or reclaiming such waste, where this is environmentally sound in
accordance with existing environmental standards at Community level and with the
requirements of this Directive where relevant.
In the frame of the transition from linear to circular economy in Europe, MIN has been
recognised as a potential secondary resource of raw materials, including CRMs. The recovery
of valuable materials from MIN depends on their concentrations and MIN volumes. Therefore,
for EU it has become important to establish a comprehensive inventory of MIN with secondary
recovery potential. However, no systematic and consistent collection of data relevant to
valuable materials (including CRMs) contained in extractive wastes is carried out (Mathieux et
al., 2017). Consequently, there is a lack of comparable datasets of MIN information, which
would allow to assess potential of EU recovery of valuable materials from MIN (Vidal-Legaz
et al., 2018).
To improve the knowledge on MIN secondary resources, actions towards MIN data collection
and reporting were addressed within various international projects, networks, forums and case
studies. Their comprehensive overview is provided in ORAMA project D2.1 (Wagner et al.,
2018) and D2.2 (Huisman et al., 2018). In summary two different long-term frameworks for
MIN data collection and reporting have been created, one within ProSUM and the other within
SmartGround project. A ProSUM project MIN reporting system is built on knowledge and
results from previous projects (ProMINE and Minerals4EU) and provides an INSPIRE
compliant classification, harmonisation, collection and reporting frameworks (Cassard et al.,
2016, 2017; Heijboer et al., 2016). In ProSUM MIN data were gathered from participating
national geological surveys with the focus on locations of the related mines and mineral
processing plants, types of processes that produced the waste, waste types, amount and
composition (Huisman et al., 2017). The SmartGround project created a single EU database Smartground platform - for storing and sharing of harmonised information about secondary raw
materials, including MIN. The platform is publicly accessible through a web portal with the
aim to provide a reliable and transparent source of harmonised and validated information on
SRM estimates from anthropogenic deposits available across Europe and facilitate the search
of SRM-related information (Dino et al., 2016; 2017). The platform offers a repository that
stores full datasets published and curated by the user community with a crowd-sourcing
approach and facilitates the visualisation and assessment of the information (ATOS et al.,
2018). Datasets were collected from pilot studies, designed within the project, as well as from
previous published studies by project partners or other projects (Dino et al., 2017). The COST
MINEA project consortium was also dedicated to development of the classification and
reporting of anthropogenic resources, including MIN. Specifications have been drafted to apply
United Nations Framework Classification (UNFC) for Resources to Anthropogenic Resources
(UNECE, 2018). A detailed introduction and history of the development of the Draft
Specifications for the Application of the UNFC to Anthropogenic Resources was presented
recently by Kral et al. (2018). To demonstrate the use of UNFC classification studies to
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determine anthropogenic resources from MIN, case studies have been performed by the Mining
and Geological Survey of Hungary (Horvath et al., 2018). It should be noted that the ProMine
project (Cassard et al., 2015) established the first pan-European GIS-based database of
information about anthropogenic concentrations related to the mining and metallurgical
industries (mining wastes and unprocessed products, ore processing waste and treatment waste),
which are available in the ProMine portal. However, the ProMine platform was established only
to share information gathered during the project, while ProSUM and SmartGround platforms
were designed as long-term reporting systems, where availability of existing information will
grow and missing information on deposit level will be updated with time. Lastly environmental
information about MIN facilities is being collected within the reporting framework of the
Directive 2006/21/EC. Reporting is designed in such a way that Member States are obligated
to prepare reports on the state of implementation of the Directive’s requirements on a basis of
a questionnaire at intervals of three years. The questionnaire is described in detail in the
2009/358/EC (ANNEX III). Pursuant to Article 20 of Directive 2006/21/EC, Member States
were required to draw up and periodically update an inventory of closed waste facilities on their
territory (including abandoned facilities), which cause serious negative environmental impacts
or have the potential of becoming in the medium or short term a threat to human health or the
environment. Details are available at European Commission Environment web page under
Extractive Waste.

2.2 Differences in scope and data collection that require harmonisation
As stressed in the previous section, different frameworks have been proposed in the last years
with similar goals- to classify, harmonise, collect or report MIN secondary resource information
at EU level (details available in Huisman et al., 2018). This is relatively inconvenient, because
consequently different classification templates for harmonisation, collection tools and reporting
platforms were established and existing datasets as well as data providers got dispersed. To this
date existing MIN data providers and their MIN data sets on interesting deposit sites are
dispersed within several EU project deliverables, in summary: Croatia (46 sites), Czech
Republic (10 sites), Denmark (1 site), Ireland (12 sites), Portugal (373 sites), Norway (137
sites), Slovenia (4 sites), Sweden (676 sites) and Ukraine (12 sites) reported data with the use
of INSPIRE compliant protocols to Minerals4EU/ProSUM harvesting database, Italy (675
sites) and Finland (1 site) reported data in SmartGround repository, while Hungary (3 sites) was
demonstrated as example in UNECE anthropogenic classification. In addition, it should be
noted that in the ProMine project 3408 records are recorded in the anthropogenic concentration
database and in the scope of the Directive 2006/21/EC environmental information about over
3,400 closed and abandoned MIN sites from 18 countries were reported to the European
Commission.
As illustrated above the MIN data sets exist in various reporting systems, but accessibility of
the data to the end user is very complex and the comparison of accessible data sets is practically
impossible due to different purposes and classification templates/harmonisation protocols of
existing collection/reporting systems. Moreover, the assessment of quality of the information,
which was found in the existing systems (Wagner et al., 2018; Huisman et al., 2018) showed
that existing data sets mainly provide information about spatial occurrence, type of deposit and
in some cases the information on the commodity available in the deposit, which is based on the
mining activity during production of the waste (i.e. Cu mining). The information about volumes
is still scarce, while the chemical composition of the waste is rare. In the scope of the MIN case
study (Wagner et al., 2019) eight existing data providers of MIN information in ProSUM
harvesting database were contacted and interviewed with intention to identify the operational
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process of data harmonisation and sharing according to INSPIRE compliant protocols in
practice and to tackle them about the secondary potential and lack of chemical composition
information in the existing datasets. Five of existing data providers were of the opinion that the
process of sharing the data into the ProSUM database is complicated and time-consuming (hard
understanding of how to and too much time consumed to provide the data). Four existing data
providers expressed the view that the guidelines (during the ProSUM project) for data
harmonisation were not clear and that they had to consult multiple persons within or outside
ProSUM consortium network to understand what must be done. Two of existing data providers
expressed the view that they have not received clear technical guidelines for establishment of
harmonised database ready for harvesting. It has become apparent that a lack of transparency
and communication exists between data collectors and data providers. Regarding chemical
composition six providers stated that the chemical information does not exist, while two
providers stated that the chemical composition is available. However, it was not reported in one
case due to lack of funds to update the information, while in another case the chemical
composition was reported, but is not yet accessible in the common database (issues in collection
exist). Therefore, several reasons exist, which make the improvement of the existing INSPIRE
compliant data sets in terms of chemical composition during this project impossible in practice.
To summarise the main reasons are the (1) lack of information in the national data sets, because
the proper characterisation of the interesting national waste deposits has not been carried out
yet (2) lack of funds to support the data providers (3) issues in data collection.
Another basic weakness of all secondary MIN resource frameworks is that they are not official.
Consequently, data provided are still scarce and are coming from the organisations, which are
interested to provide information to the common database, either on a voluntary basis or in the
scope of EU projects.
Monitoring of the developed frameworks operability in practice and progress of available
datasets and quality of information in the reporting systems is necessary to recognise best
practices and aim towards a creation of a single system and centralized organisation for
classification, harmonisation, collection and reporting of MIN secondary resource information.
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3 Prioritised
recommendations
to improve reporting of Mining Waste

and

actions

In this Section a comprehensive summary of existing recommendations regarding data
collection methods across Member States identified in D2.2 are made.

3.1 Prioritised recommendations for Mining Waste s from the ORAMA project
Due to different MIN deposit classification, harmonisation, collection or reporting frameworks,
which were developed in several projects (Minerals4EU/ProSUM, SmartGround and COST
MINEA- UNECE), it is of high importance to examine progress of data availability and quality
as well as operability of the frameworks in practice, establish case studies, recognise best
practices and aim towards a creation of a single system and centralized source of MIN
secondary resource information. To achieve the latter networking of data providers and data
collectors under the supervision of the European Commission is crucial in short/medium term
to agree on the single system for classification, harmonisation, collection and reporting. Based
on ORAMA D2.1, D2.2 and D2.3 findings (Wagner, 2018, 2019; Huisman, 2018) it is a
possibility INSPIRE compliant classification is adopted as a single system, but with integration
of knowledge (classifications, reporting portal, existing datasets, data providers, case studies,
etc.) from SMARTGROUND and COST-MINEA UNECE projects.
In majority cases existing MIN deposit data sets lack information on volumes and especially
chemical composition, which makes the presently existing information in the EU reporting
system not useful for recovery estimation. Research of interesting deposits is basically the most
important step to improve the quality of existing data sets in reporting systems. Thus,
networking of data providers, interesting deposit owners, research and funding organisations is
also important.
For estimation of MIN recovery, it is in addition very important to improve the knowledge on
potential recyclers (processing companies, equipment providers, research institutions) of MIN
deposits and elaborate national legislative tools on how to start exploiting an interesting deposit,
once economically possible.
3.1.1

Recommendations for MIN INSPIRE compliant reporting system

To improve data harmonisation and sharing process it is necessary in short term to (1) develop
clear and user-friendly guidelines and training materials for data harmonisation and
establishment of harmonised national database and (2) define one harmonisation and one
database expert and their contacts for on-going support and communication with existing and
new data providers in case of issues with harmonisation or data sharing.
To improve quality of existing datasets it is in medium/long-term necessary to: (1) perform
waste characterisation research of individual deposits, which are shared in INSPIRE compliant
M4EU/ProSUM MIN database, (2) find funding for existing providers to update newly
collected data.
To improve spatial coverage, it is in middle/long term necessary to map, engage and train MIN
data providers for countries, which have not yet shared the information to the INSPIRE
compliant MIN database.
3.1.2

Tools for harmonising Mining Waste data

To provide the mining waste data according to the INSPIRE compliant protocols, the first step
is to harmonise the national MIN information. To enable successful collection of data, the
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harmonisation of national information must be carried out with the use of INSPIRE compliant
classification that is established in an excel form entitled as a codelist (current version v.1.1.2),
which
is
available
at
http://data.geus.dk/svn/m4eu/09%20DB%20M4EU/trunk/v1.1.x/v1.1.2/Codelist%20spreadsh
eets/. The general overview of harmonisation is provided in this chapter. The detailed tools of
the harmonisation are provided in G4.1.02.03 Mining Waste Extension insert data guidelines.
The details of the system for data harmonisation and sharing for MIN particularly, are also
available in ProSUM Deliverable 5.5, Data models and code lists, (Heijboer et al., 2016):
•

in chapter 4, Prosum Mining Waste (page 42), the system architecture describing the
flow of data from data providers to the end user, the vocabulary and the structure of
mining waste data model are described;

•

in Annex 2, Steps creating valid M4EU, EURare and PROSUM WFS features (page
161), particularly for mining waste in Chapter 2.10, PROSUM MiningWaste (page
193), a detailed overview of how to load data into the database is provided.

In summary in the ProSUM project a Minerals4EU data model was extended to enable the
description of MIN in greater detail. The extended model enables the characterisation of MIN
(amount, composition, type, storage and environmental impact) with the use of specific
classification codes and moreover, MIN can be further elaborated in terms of stocks and flows
– MIN can be either derived from the mine and related mining activity or processing
transformation plant and related processing transformation activity. In general, the database
tables describe the MIN, as follows:
•

A Mine has a MiningActivity that is excavating the MinedMaterial resulting in a
Product and in MiningWaste.

•

A ProcessingTransformationPlant gets MinedMaterial from a Mine. This material
is subjected to a ProcessingTransformationActivity resulting in a Product and
MiningWaste.

•

MiningWaste, either derived from a mine or a processing plant, is further described
and quantified in MiningWasteMeasure, Commodity, WasteCommodityMeasure,
WasteDimension, WasteStorage and EnvironmentalImpact.

Mine, processing plant or mining waste are all spatial objects, defined by spatial coordinates.
In the database the spatial object is defined as MiningFeatureOccurence. The
MiningFeatureOccurrence carries a geometry and the association with a Mining Feature, which
provides specification of all the other descriptors. Therefore, a separate
MiningFeatureOccurence of each individual mine, processing plant or mining waste must be
created first to enable the spatial representation of provided data. Once the spatial occurrence
of a mining feature is established all information related with the mining feature are attached to
it, which are defined within separate database tables. It should be noted that the mining waste
related database tables developed within ProSUM have ProSUM prefix within the name. Each
table includes several columns (attributes), with which MIN information is described (Figure
1, Annex 1).
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Figure 1: Tables describing MIN characteristics
The attributes, which are used to describe the MIN are presented in the Annex 1. Prior the
harmonisation of national data with the use of this attributes, it is obligatory to follow the
technical rules of harmonisation, which are described in detail in the G4.1.02.03 Mining Waste
Extension insert data guidelines and are summarised below. Only in this way the collection of
information will be successful:
•

All columns with a postfix dbk represent a unique database key number value
without any meaning attached to it. These columns are unique for each record in a
dataset. Usually there are several unique database key number columns in a single
Table (see examples in Table), which must be filled to link the information related
with mining waste information described in separate tables. In cases, where there is
no link with a separate table the column with a postfix voidreason must be used.

•

All columns with a postfix voidreason can be either left blank (when information is
known) or otherwise have a value of ‘unknown’, ‘withheld’, or ‘unpopulated’ from
the voidreasontype codelist.

•

All other columns without prefix dbk or postfix voidreason represent either
information, which needs to be harmonised with the use of a codelist or information
where free text/ number must be provided. In case of MIN characterisation all
attributes, which need to be harmonised with the codelist, are coloured light red in
the Annex 1.

The harmonisation of different mining characteristics is as follows.
The type of waste must be harmonised with the code from the codelist WasteTypeType and
provided under the attribute (column) wastetype of the prosumminingwaste table.
14
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To provide the detailed MIN measures (amount and chemical composition) first the
classification method, which was used to estimate/calculate the amount and chemical
composition of the commodity within the waste must be defined and harmonised with the code
from the codelist ClassificationMethodUsedType under the attribute (column)
miningwasteclassificationmethodused of the prosumminingwastemeasure table. Furthermore,
the method, which was used to calculate the amount of the waste, must be defined and
harmonised with the code from the codelist AmountEstimationMethodType under the attribute
(column) amountestimationmethodused and the method, which was used to estimate/ calculate
the composition of the waste, must be defined and harmonised with the code from the codelist
CompositionEstimationMethodUsedType
under
the
attribute
(column)
compositionestimationmethodused. Additionaly, if available, also the method, which is
proposed to recover the waste, and the weight of the waste can be provided. The method, which
is proposed to recover the waste, must be defined and harmonised with the code from the
codelist ExtractionMethodType under the attribute (column) proposedextractionmethod. The
information of the weight is provided as a free text (number), however to do so, the values,
which describe the weight of the waste, must be defined and harmonised with the code from
the codelist UomWeightType under the attribute (column) uomwaste.
To describe the waste commodity properties in the commodity table first the values indicating
the type of commodity must be defined and harmonised with the code from the codelist
CommodityType under the attribute (column) commodity. Afterwards, the information on the
commodity weight and content is provided as a free text (number), however to do, the values,
which describe the weight of the commodity in waste must be defined and harmonised with the
code from the codelist UomWeightType under the attribute (column) uomwaste and the values,
which describe the content of the commodity in waste, must be defined and harmonised with
the code from the codelist UomGeochemistryType under the attribute (column) uomgrade.
Additional information regarding commodity properties can be provided, if available. Under
the attribute (column) importance the importance of the deposit for the commodity can be
defined, which must be harmonised with the code from the codelist ImportanceType. Under
the attribute (column) uomcutoffgrade the values, which describe the minimum grade required
in order for a mineral or metal to be economically mined (or processed) can be defined, which
must be harmonised with the code from the codelist UomGeochemistryType.
The dimension of the waste can be described by area, volume and density in the
prosumwastedimension table. The area, volume and density information is provided as free text
(number), however to do so: (1) the quantity that expresses the two-dimensional extent of a
surface, in which the waste occurs, must be defined and harmonised with the code from the
codelist UomAreaType under the attribute (column) areauom to provide the information about
the area, (2) the amount of space that the waste occupies must be defined and harmonised with
the code from the codelist UomVolumeType under the attribute (column) volumeuom to provide
the information about the volume, or (3) the volumetric mass density of the waste, must be
defined and harmonised with the code from the codelist UomDensityType under the attribute
(column) densityuom.
To provide information about the storage of the waste in prosumwastestorage table the storage
type of the waste eg surface storage, tailings pond, waste dump, covered storage etc’ must be
defined and harmonised with the code from the codelist WasteStorageTypeType under the
attribute (column) wastestoragetype.
To provide information about the environmental impact of the waste in
prosumenvironmentalimpact table the terms indicating the environmental impact of the mining
15
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waste must be defined and harmonised with the codes from the
EnvironmentalImpactType under the attribute (column) environmentalimpact.

codelist

Once the national harmonised database is established, data are collected with the use of a
harvesting system.
3.1.2.1 Harvesting system
In this section a short description of collection process of harmonized information is described.
In general, the data harvesting is the process to automatically extract a large amount of data
from websites. Geological Survey of Slovenia (GeoZS) implemented a harvesting system
(Figure 2) to collect and validate the INSPIRE compliant spatial European geological data from
data providers, distributed through WFS 2.0 standard services, and then stored it to a central
European geological database. The system is implemented in Java with the use of parallel
computing features and the whole solution is supported by open source software. It uses JAXB
library for parsing XML response data from services.

Figure 2: Harvesting System Architecture - on the country level each line denotes a provider
Usually each country has its own specific way to describe geospatial data. Let’s say that the
potential data provider has this data stored in his own local database. But because the
ununiformed data cannot be compared, the EU initiative - Infrastructure for Spatial information
in Europe (INSPIRE) has to be involved to solve this problem. INSPIRE defines a common
standard to describe and share the spatial data across borders. INSPIRE requires that data is
compatible across borders and that web services are used for data distribution. Web Feature
Service (WFS) 2.0 provides a standard interface, allowing sending requests for geographical
features across the web by using platform-independent calls.
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Before a potential data provider can become a real data provider, he must establish a certain
infrastructure (SQL server with standardized inspire complaint database m4eu with WFS 2.0
services on it) and transform his own local database data to INSPIRE compliant database data.
The establishing of infrastructure is usually the easiest part because all manuals for that tasks
are at the http://data.geus.dk/svn/m4eu/ site (see the latest version under trunk subdirectories).
The difficult part for providers is usually building the transformation from provider’s own local
database data to standardized INSPIRE complaint database m4eu. Special care must be taken
for stable INSPIRE ID fields (localId, namespace, versionId), fulfilling XOR conditions
(because they are not database constrains) (Figure 3) and voidreason fields (values must be
entered). To become a real data provider only the link to his services must be sent to Geological
Survey of Slovenia (GeoZS) and successful test harvesting by GeoZS must be done.

Figure 3 (XOR) correlations example and (XOR) data input requirements

These data providers should regularly take care of maintaining up-to-date data in standardized
INSPIRE complaint database m4eu. Again, we would like to stress that INSPIRE ID fields must
be stable. That means that each object (managementzone, mineraloccurrence,
mineralproducingcountry, miningfeatureoccurrence) must have a single, unique and permanent
ID, not multiple.
Currently the harvesting process start periodically (each month). In the future each provider
will have to send mail to harvesting@geo-zs.si with subject “M4EU UPDATE” when he
updates the data in their standardized INSPIRE compliant database m4eu. After receiving the
mail, GeoZS will first perform test harvesting for the provider. The delivery of data from the
Harvesting System to the Diffusion System is carried out by sending SQL update scripts.
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4 Case studies
Mining waste case study aims to provide the existing practices of sharing of national MIN data
according to INSPIRE compliant protocols to WP4 to apply them to another Member State or
country where not implemented previously. Therefore, existing secondary MIN raw material
datasets available in harvesting database were compiled in excel sheet, analysed and
summarised within the case study. Examples of provided data for three individual deposits for
each country were presented together with one example of national MIN data harmonisation.
Furthermore, because the existing data sets are still scarce, and were harvested successfully
during the ORAMA project, the MIN case study also focused on the issues related with data
sharing according to INSPIRE compliant protocols. Existing MIN data providers were
contacted and asked to share their experiences with data sharing with intention to (1) recognise
the operational flow practices and (2) tackle them about the lack of information of chemical
composition in the provided national datasets. In addition, examination and elaboration of
potential new national data providers, which have not yet provided the datasets to ProSUM
MIN collection and reporting system, was accomplished. Details are available in D2.3 (Wagner
et al., 2019).
4.1.1

Example of existing harmonised data sets

The existing secondary raw material dataset in practice regarding INSPIRE compliant MIN
collection system is presented in the Annex 2. Until 25.02.2019 1271 deposits from 9 countries
(Croatia - HR, Czech Republic - CZ, Denmark – DK, Ireland - IE, Portugal - PT, Norway - NO,
Slovenia - SI, Sweden - SE, Ukraine – UA) have been registered in the ProSUM extended MIN
database. For each country the provided harmonised information for 3 individual deposits per
country is presented as example (Annex 3). Regarding level of details, in terms of from the
highest to the lowest, the information was provided by the countries in the following order
Czech Republic – Slovenia – Norway – Sweden – Portugal – Croatia – Ireland – Ukraine.
Croatia – HR reported 46 deposits. All deposits from Croatia are from mineral metalliferous
excavation, except 1 deposit is defined as leach residues. All deposits are stored on the surface,
except leach residues are stored underwater.
Czech Republic – CZ reported 10 deposits. Six deposits are defined as materials from mineral
metalliferous excavation and 4 deposits as materials from mineral dressing. All deposits are
covered. CZ reported waste volumes (m3) and areas (m2) based on a non-compliant resource
estimate. Altogether CZ waste consists of 6,236,615 m3 of material, which is covering 557,766
m2 of land. The amount estimation method used was field measurement and composition
estimation method used was random sampling, although no composition data was reported.
However, the commodities, which can be found in waste were reported: 1 waste contains lead
and zinc, 2 lead, zinc and silver, 4 antimony, 1 pyrite and 1 tungsten.
Denmark – DK reported 1 deposit. The deposit is defined as mineral dressing metalliferous
flotation tailings. The amount of processed ore stored in the deposit is 0.51855 Mt and is based
on a non-compliant resource estimate. The amount estimation method is production statistics.
Ireland – IE reported 12 deposits. Ten deposits are stored on the surface, while two are covered.
Portugal – PT reported 373 deposits. 180 deposits were defined as mineral metalliferous
excavation, 60 as mineral dressing metalliferous, 50 as other sludge muds chemical liquid
products, 30 as magnetic separation tailings, 20 as physical-chemical process metalliferous
minerals, 10 as mineral dressing metalliferous wash tailings, 11 as mineral excavation, 5 as
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mineral dressing metalliferous flotation tailings, 2 as gravel and crushed rocks, 2 as mineral
dressing non metalliferous, 2 as mineral non metalliferous excavation. 325 deposits are stored
on the surface, 48 are covered. Volumes are reported for 26 deposits that together consist of
960,000 m3 of material.
Norway – NO reported 137 deposits. All deposit from Norway are from mineral metalliferous
excavation, except 3 are from non-metalliferous excavation. Volumes are reported for all
deposits based on non-compliant resource estimate. Altogether NO waste consists of
1,112,740,920 m3 of material.
Slovenia – SI reported 4 deposits. All deposits are from mineral metalliferous excavation. The
begin and end time of deposition of the waste was also reported (mostly old waste from the first
half of the 20th century). All deposits are stored on the surface. SI reported waste volumes (m3)
and areas (m2) based on a non-compliant resource estimate. Altogether SI waste consists of
1,815,800 m3 of material, which is covering 199,900 m2 of land. The amount estimation method
used was literature data.
Sweden – SE reported 676 deposits. All deposits are from mineral excavation. SE reported the
time period (begin and end time) of deposition of the waste (most from the 19th and 20th century)
and the amount of processed ore (in tons). The whole amount of reported waste is 3,342,454,074
tons.
Ukraine – UA reported 12 deposits. Two deposits were defined as gravel and crushed rocks, 8
deposits as other sludge muds chemical liquid products, 1 deposit as physical-chemical process
non-metalliferous minerals and 1 deposit as mineral dressing metalliferous wash tailings.
An example of a single deposit full harmonised data set shared to the harvesting database on
25.02.2019 is provided in Annex 3. A deposit information provided by the Czech Republic data
provider was selected, because they have provided information with most level of detail
compared to other existing data providers. It should be noted that in general all existing data
providers have not inserted attributes with postfix voidreason accordingly, therefore the parsing
error term was written automatically under the related columns.
4.1.2

Example of Slovenian national data set harmonisation

Since GeoZS provided information on potentially interesting deposits during the ProSUM
project and is involved in ORAMA, the harmonisation of Slovenian MIN data is presented as
example. The source of Slovenian MIN information for ProSUM was a national report, which
was produced to comply with the requirements of article 20 (Directive 2006/21/EC) (see
chapter 6.1.4 in Wagner et al., 2018 for more details).
During the ProSUM project the national information was harmonised with the use of a codelist
v1.1.1 and internal e-mail guidelines, which were send by the ProSUM MIN consortium group
during the ProSUM project. A mapping document (Annex 4) was prepared by the database
manager to map national data to INSPIRE model. The mapping document represents the
location of national attributes in M4EU/ProSUM data model and list of tables, which must be
filled previously to be able to enter national data. Mapping Excel table to INSPIRE data model
was a complex process and consisted of several steps. First, the exact location of “national”
fields in relational data model (which table, which field and which code list) had to be
recognised. Some of national attributes were not described in INSPIRE data model, but on the
other hand there were some attributes which were obligatory in INSPIRE data model, but they
were not present in national register, so it was necessary to find this data and map them. For
example, MIN classification method and amount estimation method used had to be defined to
share information on volumes (See additional information in Table 14). It is very important to
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emphasize that even when all the matching fields were recognised, they were also in relational
connection with other obligatory tables, which had to be entered previously. Therefore, it is
important to understand the data model thoroughly and insert data step by step.
The national data base was created by following steps:
Step 1: The table MiningFeatureOccurence was filled with new locations of mining waste.
Obligatory fields in this table were:
•

miningfeatureoccurrencedbk - unique identifier – number must continue from the last
one entered

•

inspireid - unique identifier - no duplicates

•

inspirens - can be the same for all records (e.g. GeoZS.Si for Slovenia)

•

geometry – national x and y (longitude and latitude in WGS in Slovenian case) are
transformed to geometry

All the void reason fields anywhere in the database were filled with value unknown if there
were no values in original fields, otherwise after harvesting parsing errors occured.
Step 2: For entering secondary resources (mining waste deposits) to ProSUM data model, the
locations of primary resources (in Minerals4EU model) must be already previously entered- the
tables Mine, MineralOccurence, MineralProducingcountry, Mining Waste and
WasteStorage, because the dbks (ids) from these tables must relate to new data. Some of this
tables for Slovenia were already filled during the Minerals4EU project, the ones that were not
were filled during ProSUM to insert national waste data.
Step 3: The table ProSUMMinigActivity was filled, in which obligatory fields were:
•

prosumminingactivitydbk (unique identifier – auto number/no duplicates)

•

miningfeatureoccurrencedbk (matching id from table MiningFeatureOccurence must
be used)

•

the fields begintime and endtime must also be filled with national data.

Step 4: The table ProSUMMiningWaste was filled, in which obligatory fields were:
prosumminingwastedbk (unique identifier – auto number/no duplicates)
miningfeatureoccurrencedbk (matching id from table MiningFeatureOccurence must be used)
wastetype (to fill this field code from WasteTypeType (first column) must be used)
Step 5: The table ProSUMMiningWasteMeasure was filled, in which obligatory fields were:
miningwastemeasuredbk (unique identifier – auto number/no duplicates)
prosumminingwastedbk (matching id from table ProsumMiningWaste must be used)
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miningwasteclassificationmethodused
–
(to
fill
ClassificationMethodusedType (first column) must be used)

this

field

code

from

date - date/time (whole date e. g.15/3/2018!) must be entered, if day date not known enter
1/1/1000)
amountestimationmethodused (to fill this field code from AmountEstimationMethodType
(first column) must be used)
Step 6: The table ProSUMMiningWasteDimension was filled, in which obligatory fields were:
wastedimensiondbk (unique identifier – auto number/no duplicates)
miningwastemeasuredbk (matching id from table ProsumWasteMeasure must be used)
maxarea
areauom (to fill this field code from code from UomAreaType must be used)
maxvolume
volumeoum (to fill this field code from code from UomvolumeType must be used)
Step 7: The table ProSUMMiningWasteStorage was filled, in which obligatory fields were:
•

prosumwastestoragedbk (unique identifier – auto number/no duplicates)

•

prosumminingwastedbk (matching id from table ProsumMiningWaste must be used)

•

wastestoragetype (to fill this field code from WasteStorageTypeType (first column)
must be used)

The information, which was found in both- national dataset and code list, was harmonised with
help of mineral experts (Table 1) and harmonised database was created by a database manager.
Table 1: Example of a single deposit bridging table for harmonization of national information
with ProSUM/Minerals4EU classification codes
Deposit
information
ProSUM/Minerals4EU codelist
from national data set
National
Records 1
ProSUM/Minerals4
Table/2Attribute/3Codelist
code*
*
EU 4code/5free text
ID
K-26/30 /
/
Mežica
lead and
Mine
Already provided in Minerals4EU
/
zinc
mine
Location
Mežica
/
/
1
2
3
Commodity/ Commodity/ Commodit 4
lead
yType
Ore
Pb, Zn
1
commodity
(Mo)
Commodity/2Commodity/3Commodit 4
zinc
yType
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Deposit
information
ProSUM/Minerals4EU codelist
from national data set
1
Commodity/2Commodity/3Commodit
yType
Name of the
Fridrih
/
deposit
1
Period of mine
ProsumMiningActivity/ 2begintime
operation (and 19th
related waste century 1ProsumMiningActivity/ 2endtime
deposition)
1
ProsumWasteDimension/2maxarea
1
Area (m2)
19100
ProsumWasteDimension/2areauom/
3
UomAreaType
1
ProsumWasteDimension/2maxvolume
3
1
Volume (m )
160000
ProsumWasteDimension/2uomvolume
/3UomVolumeType
Longitude
14.8539 1
MiningFeatureOccurence/geometry
(WGS84)
9
Latitude
46.5062 1
MiningFeatureOccurence/geometry
(WGS84)
2
Low1
Waste
ProsumMiningWaste/2wastetype/3Wa
grade
description
steTypeType
ore
Wettern
stein
Composition
/
carbonat
es
Pollutants
Pb, Zn
/
SelfRestoration
restorati /
on
Mine
Reference
/
Archive
Additional information
1
ProsumWasteStorage/2wastestoragety
/
/
pe/3WasteStorageTypeType
1
ProsumMiningWasteMeasure/
2
/
/
miningwasteclassificationmethodused
/3ClassificationMethodUsedType
1
ProsumMiningWasteMeasure/
2
/
/
amountestimationmethodused/3Amou
ntEstimationMethodType
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molybdenum

/
5

1800

5

1900

5

19100

4

m2

5

160000

4

m3

/
/
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mineralMetalliferous
Excavation

/
/
/
/
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surface

4
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4.1.3

Example of Hungarian national data set harmonization

Hungary was not involved in ProSUM project, however MBFSZ has two interesting deposits
(Recks heaps or Gyöngyösoroszi tailing ponds) (Table 2) to possibly share to the ProSUM
harvesting database according to INSPIRE compliant protocols. In this section the data sets are
presented, and a bridging harmonisation table is provided for deposit Gyöngyösoroszi as
example in Table 3. The Hungarian example provides an example on how to harmonise and
insert chemical composition data. For chemical composition example of only one commodity
(barium) is provided to avoid duplication of tables with similar content. For demonstration
purposes the minimum and maximum amount of commodity is calculated from two samples.
Table 2: National data sets of two Hungarian MIN deposits
Fields

Sites

Type of MWF

heaps

tailing ponds

Name

Recsk

Gyöngyösoroszi

Coordinate System

HU EOV

HU EOV

N_coordinates

288130

282705

283357

E_ coordinates

727700

708843

710795

Z_depth

0,15–0,5

0,15–0,5

Start of mining / processing
1962
activity

1949

End of mining / processing
1980
activity

1986

Present status

closed

closed

Mining / Processing Activity

floatation

floatation

Produced Product
Product Type

All other metal ore mining

Amount Estimation Method
Waste Type
Waste Amount_m3
Composition
Method

Estimation

6075000

17673000

sampling

sampling

Sampling date

2010

2010

2004

2004

Sample

10046-15

10046-17

G-3289

G-3292

Preparation type

H3PO4

H3PO4

aqua regia

aqua regia

Ba (mg/kg)

592

212

Fe (mg/kg)

0

0

Mn (mg/kg)

2237

748
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Fields

Sites

Ag (mg/kg)
As (mg/kg)

83

710

B (mg/kg)

0

0

97

1919

11

11

Cd (mg/kg)

14

0

0

7

Co (mg/kg)

2

8

4

7

Cr (mg/kg)

6

48

74

53

Cu (mg/kg)

316

396

41

29

Hg (mg/kg)

1

26

Mn (mg/kg)

<0,15

0

2

1

217

2052

<1,4

<1,4

240

141

Mo (mg/kg)

2

8

Nd (mg/kg)
Ni (mg/kg)

1

15

Pb (mg/kg)

524

187

Rb (mg/kg)
Se (mg/kg)

8

21

Sn (mg/kg)

5

8

V (mg/kg)

160

172

Y (mg/kg)

2

3

Yb (mg/kg)
Zn (mg/kg)

2608

83

Zr (mg/kg)

59

58

Sb (mg/kg)

72

98

Table 3: Harmonised information of Gyöngyösoroszi site according to INSPIRE compliant
classification
Table

Attribute
column)

(database

Harmonised information

miningfeatureoccurence

miningfeatureoccurencedbk

3610001

inspireid

MW_3610001

inspirens

http://mbfsz.gov.hu/

inspireversionid

1

geometry

0101000020945C00008121ABA348B12541C5CA6
8A4153F1141
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Table

Attribute
column)

(database

Harmonised information

prosumminingwaste

prosumminingwastedbk

3620001

miningfeatureoccurencedbk

3610001

prosumminingactivitydbk

362000101

wastetype

physicalChemicalProcessMetalliferousMinerals
AcidGeneratedTailings

environmentalimpactvoidrea
unknown
son
prosumminingwastemeasure

miningwastemeasuredbk

36200011

miningwastedbk

3620001

miningwasteclassificationm
ethodused

nonCompliantResourceEstimate

date

01.01.2004

proposedextractionmethodv
oidreason

unknown

amountestimationmethoduse
unknown
dvoidreason

commodity
prosumwastecommo
ditymeasure

compositionestimationmeth
odused

sampling

minwaste

17673000

maxwaste

17673000

uomwaste

m3

commoditydbk

362000101

mineraloccurencedbk

36200010

mineralproducingcountrydb
k

3601

commodity

barium

importancevoidreason

unpopulated

rankvoidreason

unpopulated

commoditymeasuredbk

3620001011

miningwastemeasuredbk

36200011

commoditydbk

362000101

minamount

8.617

maxamount

24.063
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Table

Attribute
column)

(database

Harmonised information

prosumwastedimension
prosumwast
estorage

uomamount

t

cutoffgradevoidreason

unknown

mingrade

212

maxgrade

592

uomgrade

ppm

wastedimensiondbk

362000111

miningwastemeasuredbk

36200011

areavoidreason

unpopulated

minvolume

17673000

maxvolume

17673000

volumeuom

m3

mindensity

2.3

maxdensity

2.3

densityuom

m3

prosumwastestoragedbk

3656

prosumminingwastedbk

3620001

wastestoragetype

surface
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5 Other tools from ORAMA
The Urban Mine map example explained in chapter 5.4.1 is part of a prototype application
provided by MBFSZ. It contains the valid XMLs, ESRI shape files and images to set up an
INSPIRE compliant service. A converter tool has also been developed to support customers to
create their own application from simple excel templates. A detailed description of the
prototype and a cookbook are made available in the training material.

5.1

Evolution of the ProSUM data models for INSPIRE

One of the main INSPIRE principles is that geographic information about natural or artificial
objects having significance in the environmental context must be readily and transparently
available. The PROSUM project has greatly improved the situation by extending the INSPIRE
Mineral Resources data model with elements that allows detailed description of mining waste
production, treatment and disposal. (MiningWaste, ProcessingTranformationPlant,
MiningActivity, ProcessingTranformationPlant) It also provides data types for describing waste
measure and composition. (MiningWasteMeasure, Product, Material, Elements) With all these
extensions harmonized information about Primary Raw Materials perfectly fit into the INSPIRE
framework.
In the case of SRM the situation is different. The PROSUM model provides elements that
allows the statistical analysis of stocks and material flows aggregated on country level, but the
description of individual waste disposal sites and installations is out of its’ scope. This gap can
be bridged by using the INSPIRE US, Utility and Governmental Services theme. The obligatory
layer of EnvironmentalManagementFacility contains generic description of waste disposal sites
and installations. Apart from the geographic information it has elements for describing activities
(NACE), defining input and output materials (EWC codes) and physical capacities. The
EnvironmentalManagementFacility feature type is partially in overlap with the PROSUM
Mining Waste Model.
Considering the potential economic value and the possible environmental impacts it can be
considered that the Urban Mine is also an important topic in INSPIRE. However, the
Consolidated Data Model seem to have no usable feature types for handling such kind of
information. A possible workaround for this problem is an innovative application of the
Observation and Measurements standard (OM, ISO 19156). An Urban Mine Map can be
considered a Surface Model encoded as a specific SamplingFeature instance as demonstrated
in the next chapter.
5.1.1

Sampling Feature as proxy to Urban Mine Maps

Creating Urban Mine maps requires a series of data collection and processing steps
(Observation) that can be perfectly described by the Observation and Measurements standard.
OM is part of the INSPIRE Foundation Schemas and is a recommendation whenever
observations and their results come to focus.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical Urban Mine map – the copper density distribution of Leiden created
by J.M.Mogollon et al. Such kind of maps used to be published as Spatial Coverages in
INSPIRE.
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Figure 4. Map of Leiden Copper Density minimum (J.M.Mogollon at all)

The coverage is available behind a URL as an image, ESRI shape file, or WMS/WCS service.
Using INSPIRE encoding this link can be made transparent and searchable through a standard
mechanism. As the map is a result of some spatial observation it can be wrapped into a
SamplingFeature object. A SamplingFeature is a geographic frame, a container holding
observation metadata and results from the assessment area. Its geometry is the polygon or
bounding box encompassing the result map. The INSPIRE layer of Urban Mines may contain
the geographic frames of all assessment areas in a country, or even Europe. Loading the layer
into any standard GIS viewer the user can click on the rectangles and see essential attributes of
the Urban Mines, activate the links with more descriptions, or see the result maps. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5. Urban Mine assessment area with essential attributes in a GIS viewer

For INSPIRE compliance all datasets to be published must be made available through standard
view and download services. It is also required that datasets and services must be accompanied
with proper geographic Metadata descriptions and published through an authorized CSW
catalogue service.
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6.1 Annex 1 - Attributes (database columns) for a description of harmonised
MIN information
Table
miningfeatureoccur
ence

miningfeatureoccurencedbk

Harmonised information (*value must be
selected from codelist)
unique database key number

inspireid

localId

inspirens

namespace (unique; registered in inspire Registry)

inspireversionid

versionId (maximum 25 characters)

inspireversionidvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

Attribute (database column)

prosumminingwaste
prosumminingwastemeasure
commodity
pros
um
wast

geometry

spatial coordinates

prosumminingwastedbk

unique database key number

miningfeatureoccurencedbk

unique database key number

prosumminingactivitydbk

unique database key number

processingtransformationactivitydbk

unique database key number

wastetype

WasteTypeType*

storagetypevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

materialvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

wastemeasurevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

environmentalimpactvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

miningwastemeasuredbk

unique database key number

miningwastedbk

unique database key number

miningwasteclassificationmethodused

ClassificationMethodUsedType*

date

free text/number

proposedextractionmethod

ExtractionMethodType*

proposedextractionmethodvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

amountestimationmethodused

AmountEstimationMethodType*

amountestimationmethodusedvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

compositionestimationmethodused

CompositionEstimationMethodUsedType

compositionestimationmethodusedvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

minwaste

free text/number

maxwaste

free text/number

uomwaste

UomWeightType*

wastevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

dimensionvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

commoditydbk

unique database key number

mineraloccurencedbk

unique database key number

mineralproducingcountrydbk

unique database key number

commodity

CommodityType*

importance

ImportanceType*

importancevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

rank

free text/number

rankvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

commoditymeasuredbk

unique database key number

miningwastemeasuredbk

unique database key number
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commoditydbk

Harmonised information (*value must be
selected from codelist)
unique database key number

minamount

free text/number

maxamount

free text/number

uomamount

UomWeightType*

amountvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

mincutoffgrade

free text/number

maxcutoffgrade

free text/number

uomcutoffgrade

UomGeochemistryType*

cutoffgradevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

mingrade

free text/number

maxgrade

free text/number

uomgrade

UomGeochemistryType*

gradevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

wastedimensiondbk

unique database key number

miningwastemeasuredbk

unique database key number

minarea

free text/number

maxarea

free text/number

areauom

UomAreaType*

areavoidreason

VoidReasonType*

minvolume

free text/number

maxvolume

free text/number

volumeuom

UomVolumeType*

volumevoidreason

VoidReasonType*

mindensity

free text/number

maxdensity

free text/number

densityuom

UomDensityType*

densityvoidreason

VoidReasonType*

prosum
wastest
orage

prosumwastestoragedbk

unique database key number

prosumminingwastedbk

unique database key number

wastestoragetype

WasteStorageTypeType*

prosum
environ
mentali

prosumenvironmentalimpactdbk

unique database key number

prosumminingwastedbk

unique database key number

environmentalimpact

EnvironmentalImpactType*

Table

Attribute (database column)

prosumwastedimension
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6.2 Annex 2 - Example of reported information on MIN deposit from Czech
Republic according to INSPIRE compliant classification and
harmonisation
Harmonised information

miningfeatureoccurencedbk

42099999911

inspireid

CZminingfeatureoccurrence99999911

inspirens

CZ.CGS

inspireversionid

1

geometry

0101000020A2100000D976DA1A11FC2B40B3B3E8
9D0AD84840

prosumminingwa
ste

prosumminingwastedbk

4205206

prosumminingactivitydbk

42011111103

wastetype

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

materialvoidreason

parsingerror

wastemeasurevoidreason

parsingerror

prosumminingwastemeas
ure

miningwastemeasuredbk

4205206

miningwasteclassificationmethodused

nonCompliantResourceEstimate

date

02.10.2007

proposedextractionmethod

parsingerror

amountestimationmethodused

fieldMeasurement

compositionestimationmethodused

randomSampling

wastevoidreason
commoditydbk

parsingerror
4201000001

mineralproducingcountrydbk

4201

commodity

antimony

commoditymeasuredbk

6

miningwastemeasuredbk

4205206

commoditydbk

4201000001

wastedimensiondbk

3

minarea

10800

maxarea

13200

areauom

m2

minvolume

64800

maxvolume

79200

volumeuom

m3

densityvoidreason

parsingerror

prosumwastestoragedbk

55

prosumminingwastedbk

4205206

commodi
ty

Attribute (database column)

miningfeatureoccur
ence

Table

prosumw
astecom
moditym
easure
prosumwastedimension
pros
umw
astes
torag
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6.3 Annex 3 - Examples of existing MIN datasets harmonized according to ProSUM protocols

Croatia

3851

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

uo
compositionesti
volu
wastest miningwasteclassificationmetho amountestimationm minar maxa area minvolu maxvolu
mv oreproce uo
mationmethodus commodity begintime
meu volume
olu ssed
orage dused
ethodused
ea
rea uom me
me
m
ed
om
me
surface

Croatia

3852

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

surface

Croatia

3853

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

Country

miningfeatu
reoccurrenc wastetype
edbk

Czech Republic 42099999908 mineralMetalliferousExcavation
Czech Republic 42099999910 mineralMetalliferousExcavation
Czech Republic 42099999911 mineralMetalliferousExcavation
Denmark

4560006

mineralDressingMetalliferousFlotationTailings

Ireland

345

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

endtime

surface
covered nonCompliantResourceEstimate fieldMeasurement 1800 2200 m2 900
covered nonCompliantResourceEstimate fieldMeasurement 27000 33000 m2 270000
2

covered nonCompliantResourceEstimate fieldMeasurement 10800 13200 m

64800

1100

m3

randomSampling Pb, Zn

330000 m3
79200 m3

randomSampling Pb, Zn, Ag
randomSampling Sb

nonCompliantResourceEstimate productionStatistics

0.51855 Mt

1700-01-01 00:00 01.10.2013 00:00

surface

Ireland

346

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

surface

Ireland

347

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

covered

Norway

47133

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

nonCompliantResourceEstimate

Norway

47150

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

nonCompliantResourceEstimate

20000000 20000000 m3
750000 750000 m3

Norway

47256

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

nonCompliantResourceEstimate

700000

Portugal

3511488

mineralExcavation

surface

Portugal

3511496

otherSludgeMudsChemicalLiquidProducts

surface

700000 m3
2.5e+007 m3
2.5e+007 m3

unknown
unknown

3

Portugal

3511504

physicalChemicalProcessMetalliferousMinerals surface

Slovenia

386208

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

surface nonCompliantResourceEstimate literatureData

0

25800 m2 0

2.5e+007 m

Slovenia

386210

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

surface nonCompliantResourceEstimate literatureData

0

83200 m2 0
2

unknown

295800 m3
641000 m3
3

01.01.1901 00:00 01.01.1926 00:00

t

01.01.1912 00:00 01.01.1950 00:00

Slovenia

386212

mineralMetalliferousExcavation

t

1886-01-01 00:00 01.01.1985 00:00

Sweden

465038

mineralExcavation

201482

t

01.01.1934 00:00 01.01.1945 00:00

Sweden

465040

mineralExcavation

981524

t

01.01.1938 00:00 01.01.1957 00:00

Sweden

465042

mineralExcavation

131806

t

01.01.1968 00:00 01.01.1975 00:00

Ukraine

3805110

gravelAndCrushedRocks

Ukraine

3805111

otherSludgeMudsChemicalLiquidProducts

Ukraine

3805112

otherSludgeMudsChemicalLiquidProducts

surface nonCompliantResourceEstimate literatureData

0
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6.4 Annex 4 - Mapping document of Slovenian national data to INSPIRE

MAPPING of SLOVENIAN national data to INSPIRE (reference: M4EU model and PROSUM datamodels)
National attributes

ID

Mine

Location Ore commodity

Location of fields in
tables in model Minerals not in
not in Table Commodity,
table Mine, field: name
for EU and PROsum
INSPIRE
INSPIRE field commodity
models

table MineName
Tables, which have to be
filled previously to be
able to enter these fields

List of all tables to be
entered for mapping
national data

Name of deposit

Period of mine operation
(and related waste
Area (m2)
deposition)

not possible to enter
separately, only connect
as location to existing
mine

table
ProSUMMinigActivity,
fields: begin time, end
time

Latitude (WGS84) Longitude (WGS84) Waste description

table
ProSUMMiningW
asteDimension,
fileds
maxvolume and
uom volume

table
table
MiningFeatureOccu
MiningFeatureOccur table
rence, field
not in
ence, field
ProSUMMiningWaste
geometry/transfor
INSPIRE
geometry/transform , field: wasteType
mation of
ation of coordinates
coordinates

connection to
connection to codelist
codelist
UomAreaType
UomVolumeType

Codelist:
table Mine, field name
Commoditytype

MineralOccurence

table
ProSUMMiningWasteD
imension, fields
maxarea and areauom

Volume (m3)

connection to
codelist
WasteTypeType

MiningFeatureOccurenc
ProSUMMiningWaste ProSUMMiningW MiningFeatureOccu MiningFeatureOccur MiningFeatureOccur
MiningFeatureOccurence
e
aste
ence
Measure
rence
ence
Mine
MineralProducingCountry
Mining Waste

MiningFeatureOccurence
Mine
MineralOccurence
MineralProducingCountry
MineralOccurence
Mining Waste
WasteStorage
ProSUMMiningWaste
ProSUMMiningWasteMea
sure
ProSUMWasteStorage
ProSUMMiningWasteDim
ension
ProSUMMinigActivity

36

Pollutants

Surface
Restorat Referen
storage
ion
ce
(yes/no)
table
ProSUMWas
teStorage,
not in not
INSPIRE mapped field:
wasteStora
geType
connection
to codelist
WasteStora
geTypeType
ProSUMMin
ingWaste

